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Let R: M ® M ~ M ® M be a solution to the quantum Yang-Baxter 
equation, where M is a finite-dimensional vector space over a field k. It 
was shown that R can be derived from a left H-module structure and a 
right H-comodule structure on M for some bialgebra H over k (see [FRT, 
Mjl, Y]). The module and comodule structures atisfy a natural compati- 
bility condition. M together with this structure is called a quantum 
Yang-Baxter H-module, which is also called a Yetter-Drinfeld module over 
H (see [Mo, RT]). A quantum Yang-Baxter H-module is a (left) crossed 
H-bimodule [Y]. 
Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field k, and let 
D(H) be the Drinfeld's quantum double derived from H [Dr]. It is well 
known [K, Mj2] that a vector space M possesses a crossed H-bimodule 
structure if and only if M possesses a left D(H)-module structure. Hence 
the Yetter-Drinfeld module category ny~ n is the same as the left 
D(H)-module category o(n)~'. 
Suppose that n _ 1 and that q ~ k is a primitive nth root of unity. Then 
to = q-1 is also a primitive nth root of unity. Taft constructed an n2-di -
mensional Hopf algebra An(to) in [T]. The An(to)'s form an interesting 
class of pointed Hopf algebras from a combinatorial point of view. When n 
is odd, (D(An(tO)), R) provides an invariant of three-manifolds [H]. Gener- 
ally, the double of An(tO) is of interest in connection with knot theory. 
In the previous paper [C], we constructed an infinite-dimensional non- 
commutative and noncocommutative Hopf algebra H(p, q) for any p, q 
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k with q 4: 0. When q is a root of the nth cyclotomic polynomial over Z, 
H(p, q) has an ha-dimensional quotient Hopf algebra Hn(P, q). If q is a 
primitive nth root of unity, then Hn( p, q) is isomorphicto D(An(to)) as a 
Hopf algebra for any p ~ 0. 
In this paper, we will examine the irreducible representations of 
D(A,(to)), equivalently, of H~(1, q), where n >__ 2. In Section 2, we give the 
classification of the irreducible H,(1, q)-modules. We show that for any 
1 < l, r < n there exists a unique /-dimensional irreducible H,(1, q)-mod- 
ule V(I, r) and that any irreducible H~(1, q)-module is isomorphic to some 
V(l,r). Up to isomorphisms, there are only n 2 distinct irreducible 
H~(1, q)-modules. In Section 3, we consider the tensor product of two 
irreducible H~(1, q)-modules V(l, r) and V(l', r'). We prove that V(l, r) ® 
V(l', r') is a completely reducible Hn(1, q)-module if and only if 1 + l' < n 
+ 1. Generally, we describe the structure of Soc(V(l, r) ® V(I', r')). Then 
we examine the solution of the quantum Yang-Baxter equation on an 
irreducible Hn(1, q)-module V(l, r), and give the matrix form of the solu- 
tion. 
1. PREL IMINARIES  
Throughout, we work over a field k. Unless otherwise stated, all maps 
are k-linear. The boldface letters N, Z stand for the nonnegative integers, 
all integers, respectively. 
Let M be a vector space over k and let R: M ® M ~ M ® M be a 
k-linear map. For x, y ~ M we write the finite sum R(x ® y) ~ M ® M 
formally as 
n(x  ® y)  = Y~X (1) ® y(2). 
By the quantum Yang-Baxter equation we mean 
R12R13R23 = R23R13R12 , (1.1) 
where R12 , R13 , R23" M ® M ® M ~ M ® M ® M are given by R12(X ® y 
®Z) = ~X (1) ® y(2) ® Z, R13(x ® y ® Z) = ~X (1) ® y ® z (z), and R23(X ® y 
®z)=Ex®y(1)®z(2) ,  for x ,y ,z~M.  When R is a solution to the 
quantum Yang-Baxter equation, we will also refer to it as a quantum 
Yang-Baxter solution for M [LR]. 
Let (H, R) be a quasitriangular bialgebra. Then the category Hf¢" of left 
H-modules is a braided monoidal category [K]. For any M ~ Ob(l_iA'), 
RM:M®M--oM®M,  x®y~R. (x®y)  (1.2) 
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is a quantum Yang-Baxter solution for M. Let H be a finite-dimensional 
Hopf algebra and let D(H) be the Drinfeld's quantum double derived 
from H. Then D(H) is a Majid's double crossproduct H *c°p t~ H (see [K, 
Mjl, Mo, R]). Let {hi}l<_isn be a basis of H and let {hi}l<_i<_n be the dual 
basis in H*. Then (D(H), R) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, where 
R = ~ (1 t~ hi) ® (h i t~ 1) ~ D(H)  ® D(H) .  
i=l  
Especially, RM is a quantum Yang-Baxter solution for any left D(H)- 
module M. 
Let 0 ~ q ~ k. For any integer n > 0, set (n )q  = 1 q- q + "'" +qn-1 
Observe that (n)q = n when q = 1, and 
qn _ 1 
(n)q 
q-1  
when q ~ 1. Define the q-factorial of n by (0)!q = 1 and (n)[q = (n)q(n - 
1)q ... (1)q for n > 0. Note that (n)!q = n! when q = 1, and 
(n ) !q  = 
(qn  l ) (qn -1  1)... (q -  1) 
(q - 1) n 
when n > 0 and q v~ 1. The q-binomial coeff ic ient  (n)q is defined induc- 
tively as follows for 0 < i < n: 
,or. 0 
0 q q 
(n)  =q i (n - -1 )  +(n- - l )  fo r0<i<n.  
i q  i q i - - lq  
It is well known that  (n)q is a polynomial in q with integer coefficients and 
with a value of q = 1 equal to the usual binomial coefficients (n), and that 
n) = (n) !__q 
i (i)!q(n i)! "q 
when (n - l)!q ¢ 0 and 0 < i < n (see [K, p. 74)]). 
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Throughout his paper, we fix an integer n > 2 and assume that the 
field k contains a primitive nth root q of unity. Then we have 
(7) =0, ( i ) ]q~O,  0<i<n,  q 
and n cannot be divided by the characteristic of k, i.e., ! ~ k. 
n 
Note that to = q-1 is also a primitive nth root of unit. Taft's n2-dimen - 
sional Hopf algebra Hn(q) = An(tO) is defined as follows. Hn(q) is gener- 
ated as an algebra by G and X subject o the relations 
G" = 1, X n = O, GX = qXG. 
The coalgebra structure and the antipode are determined by 
A(G)  = G ® G, s (G)  = 1 
a(x)  = x ® G + 1 x ,  6 (x )  = o, 
s (a )  = a - I  .~- a n- I ,  S(X)  = -XG -1 = ,qGn- 'x .  
Hn(q) has a canonical basis {XiGJD < i, j < n} (see [KR, Ma, T]). 
We can describe the Drinfeld quantum double D(Hn(q)) as follows. 
Let p ~ k. The algebra M(p, q) is the quotient of the free algebra 
k{a, b, c, d} by the two-sided ideal J(p, q) generated by the following six 
relations (1.3)-(1.5): 
ba = qab, db = qbd, (1.3) 
ca = qac, dc = qcd, (1.4) 
bc = cb, da - qad =p(1  - bc). (1.5) 
M(p,  q) is a bialgebra with the coalgebra structure given by 
A(a) =a  ®b+ 1 ®a,  A(b) =b ®b (1.6) 
A(c) =c®c,  A(d) =d®c + 1 ®d,  (1.7) 
8(a)  = 6(d)  = 0, e(b)  = e(c)  = 1. (1.8) 
Let T = {bicYli, j ~ N}. Then one can easily check that T is a right fleft) 
denominator set of the algebra M(p,  q). Hence one can form :a right 
quotient algebra H(p,  q) = M(p,  q)T -1 of M(p, q) with respect to T 
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[GW, Chap. 9]. Since M(p, q) has no zero divisors [C, Proposition 2.3], 
M(p, q) becomes a subalgebra of H(p, q). It follows by [C, Lemma 2.5 and 
Theorem 2.6] that H(p, q) has a unique bialgebra structure such that 
M(p, q) is a subbialgebra of H(p, q), and that H(p, q) is a Hopf algebra 
with antipode given by 
S(a) = -ab  -1, S(b) = b -1 ,  S(b -1) = b, 
S(c )  = c -1, s(c -1)  = c, S (d )  = -dc  -1. 
(1.9) 
Let I n be the ideal of H(p, q) generated by a n, b n - 1, c n - 1, and d n, 
then I n is a Hopf ideal of H(p, q) [C]. Denote the Hopf algebra H(p, q)/I n 
by Hn(p, q). 
Hn(p, q) is an n 4 - dimensional Hopf algebra which is generated as an 
algebra by a, b, c, d with the generating relations (1.3)-(1.5) and 
a n = 0 ,  b n = 1, c n = 1, d n = 0. (1.10) 
The coalgebra structure and the antipode are given by (1.6)-(1.9). And 
Hn( p, q) are not semisimple. If p ~ 0 then Hn(p, q) is isomorphic to 
D(Hn(q)) as a Hopf algebra. Explicitly, {SiGJlO < i, j < n} is a basis of 
Hn(q). Let {XiGJl0 < i, j < n} be the dual basis in Hn(q)*. Then the Hopf 
algebra isomorphism is given by 
D(Hn(q) = Hn(q)* c°p IN Hn(q ) ---, Hn(p,q) 
1 
XSG t IN X iG  j ~ ~ -ps lq - tmcmdsa ib  j 
O<m<n n 
for all 0 < s, t, i, j < n, where p~ = pS(s)!q. For details, the reader can see 
[C]. In particular, we have Hn(p, q) ~- Hn(1, q) = D(Hn(q)) for any p ~ 0. 
Thus in order to discuss the representations of D(Hn(q)) we only have to 
consider the representations of/4,(1,  q). 
Let R be an algebra. A representation of R is an algebra morphism th: 
R ~ End V, where V is a vector space over k. It is often convenient to use 
the language of modules along with the (equivalent) language of represen- 
tations. If ~b: R ~End V is a representation f R, then V may be viewed 
as a left R-module via the action x- v = 4)(x)(v) for all x ~ R and v ~ V. 
Conversely, given an R-module V, this equation defines a representation 
~b: R ~ End V. An R-module V is called irreducible if V v~ 0 and V has 
precisely two R-submodules (itself and 0). V is called completely reducible 
if V is a direct sum of irreducible R-submodules. If an R-module V is 
irreducible (or completely reducible), the corresponding representation ~b: 
R ~ End V is called irreducible (or completely reducible). 
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Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over k, and let f and g be 
commuting endomorphisms of V. If f and g are diagonalizable, then f 
and g can be simultaneously diagonalized. Let W be a subspace of V. If 
W is both f and g invariant, then the restrictions of f and g to W are also 
diagonalizable and W possesses an f and g invariant complement in V. 
2. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF Hn(1, q) 
Let ~b: Hn(1, q) ~ End V be a representation. Set ~ = Ker ~b(a) = {v 
Vla .v  = 0} and V a = Kerd,(d)  = {v e VId 'v  = 0}. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let  qS: Hn(1 , q) --+ End Vbe a f in i te-dimensionalrepresenta-  
tion. Then there is a basis {va, . . . , v l} o f  V such that each v i is a common 
eigenvector o f  endomorph isms qS( b ) and (a(c ). And  all eigenvalues o f  4a( b ) 
and da( c ) are nth roots o f  unity. 
P roo f  Since qb(b)" - 1 = qS(b n) - ~b(1) = ~b(b n - 1) = 0, the mini- 
mal polynomial of ~b(b) divides A n - 1. Hence the roots of the minimal 
polynomial of ~b(b) over k are all distinct and must be nth roots of 1. On 
the other hand, since k contains a primitive nth root of 1, k contains all 
eigenvalues of ~b(b). It follows that ~b(b) is diagonalizable. Similarly, qS(c) 
is also diagonalizable and all eigenvalues of ~b(c) are nth roots of 1. Since 
qb(b) and ~b(c) are commutative, ~b(b) and 4~(c) can be simultaneously 
diagonalized. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let  Vbe  an Hn(1, q)-module,  v ~ V. I f  b .  v = qrv,  c"  v = 
qSv, r, s ~ Z, then b . (a i . v)  = qr+iai " v, b " (d  i " v)  = qr - id i  . v, c " (a i " v)  
= qS+iai,  v, and c .  (d  i .  v)  = q* - id i ,  to, fo r  all i ~ N. 
P roo f  Since ba = qab, by induction on i one can easily check that 
ba i = qiaib holds for all i ~ N. Thus we have 
b"  ( a i  " v )  ~- ( ba i )  . v =- (qiaib ) . v = q ia i  . ( b . v)  = qr+ia i  " o .  
The other three equations can be shown similarly. 
For any integer I with 1 _< 1 < n, set 
oti(l ) = (i)q(1 -- q i - l ) ,  
Then ai ( l )  -4= 0 for any 1 < i < l - 1. 
i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,1 -  1. 
LEMMA 2.3. 
For any r ~ Z, define A ,  B, C, D in Ml( k ) by 
I ° 
1 0 
A= 1 
0 1 
0 Otl(l ) 
0 
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Let Ml( k ) be the algebra of l × l matrices over k, 1 < 1 < n. 
D = 
a : ( l )  
and 
0 
B = diag{q r, q ,+l  . . . .  , qr+l-1}, 
0[,0 
Or/ -  l ( l )  
0 
C = diag{q 1-(r+l), qZ-(r+l) . . . . .  q-r}. 
Then there is a unique algebra morphism go from Hn(1, q) to Ml(k)  such that 
go(a) = A,  go(b) = B, go(c) = C, go(d) = D. 
Proof. First, one can easily check that A n = 0, D n = 0, B n = C n = E, 
BA = qAB, DB = qBD, CA = qAC, DC = qCD, and BC = CB, where E 
is the identity matrix in Ml(k). 
Next, by a straightforward computat ion we have 
DA - qAD = d iag{al ( / ) ,  a2( l  ) - qa i ( l  ) . . . . .  
O/ /_1( I  ) - -  qa,_2(1) ,  -qa l _ l (1 )}  
and 
E - BC = diag{1 - qt-1, 1 - q3 - / ,  1 - q5- l  . . . .  ,1 - -  q2l - l - l} .  
By the definition of oti(1), one gets 
oq( l )  = 1 - ql - I  and 
For l  < i< l -  1, wehave  
- -qal_ l( l ) = 1 -- qt-1. 
1 - q2 i - l - I  _{_ qoti_l( l  ) = 1 - q2 i - l - I  q_ q( i  - 1)q(1 - q i - , -1 )  
= 1 + ( i -  1 )qq-  q i - l (q i - i  + ( i -  1)q) 
= ( i )q -- qi-l(i)q 
= ( i )q (1  -- qi-,) = ai(1). 
It follows that DA - qAD = E - BC. 
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Finally, by the definition of Hn(1, q) we know that there is a unique 
algebra morphism 05: Hn(1, q) -o  M1(k ) such that 05(a)= A, 05(b)---B, 
05(c) = C, and 05(d) = D. 
Now for any integer 1 < l < n, r ~ Z, let V be an/-dimensional vector 
space with a basis {Vl, vz , . . . ,  v l} over k. It follows by Lemma 2.3 that there 
is a unique representation 05: Hn(1, q) --' End V such that the matrices of 
the endomorphisms 05(a), 05(b), 05(c), and 05(d) relative to the given basis 
{v 1, v2 , . . . ,  v z} of V are A, B, C, and D as stated in Lemma 2.3. That is, V 
is an Hn(1, q)-module uniquely determined by 
a .u  i = Ui+l, 1 < i < I, a 'v  I = O, (2.1.) 
- i - ( r+ l )  U b" u i = qr+i- lu i ,  C " U i = t t i' 1 < i < l, (2.2) 
d.v  i = a i_x( l )v i_1,  1 < i < l, d .  v 1 = 0. (2.3) 
Denote the Hn(1, q)-module by V(I, r). Obviously, if r = r' (mod n), then 
V(I, r) ~ V(I, r') as Hn(1, q)-modules. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. V(l, r) is an irreducible Hn(1, q)-module. 
Proof. Let W be any nonzero Hn(1, q)-module; then W e ~ 0. In fact, 
for any nonzero element x of W, since dn.x -  0, there is a positive 
integer i < n such that d i- x = 0 but d i -  1 . x ~ O. Thus d i -  1 , x ~ We and 
so We ÷ 0. 
One can easily check that V(I, r) a is a 1-dimensional subspace of V(I, r), 
spanned by v s. Therefore, if W is a nonzero Hn(1, q)-submodule of V(1, r) 
then We ~ 0 and We c V(I, r) a. Consequently, We = V(I, r) a and v I ~ We. 
By Eq. (2.1), we have 
U i = a i -1  " D1 ,  1 < i < l, 
hence v i H W and so W = V(l, r). This shows that V(l, r) is an irreducible 
Hn(1, q)-module. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let V be an irreducible Hn(1, q)-module. Then V is 
isomorphic to V(l, r) for some 1 < l < n and r ~ Z. 
Proof. Let V be an irreducible Hn(1, q)-module, and let 05: Hn(1, q) 
End V be the corresponding irreducible representation. It follows from 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that V d contains a common eigenvector v 1 of 
endomorphisms 05(b) and 05(c) of V; that is, there exist integers r and s 
such that b -v  l=qrv  1, c .v  l=q~v 1, and d .v  1=0.  Since a n -va=0,  
there is a positive integer t such that a t • v~ = 0 but a t- ~ • v~ :~ 0. Clearly, 
1 < l<n.  Setv i=a  i - l . v  l , l< i< l ,U=span{v  1 ,vz , . . . , v l} .Thena .U  
_ U. By Lemma 2.2, b.  v i = b .  (a i- i .  vl ) = qr+ i- 1Vi and c .  v i = q" +i- 1 vi" 
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Hence  b .  U _ U and c .  U _c U. Since q is a pr imit ive nth root  of 1 and 
1 < l < n, qr, q r+a, . . . ,  q~+1-I are distinct eigenvalues of  ~b(b). It follows 
that {vl, v2 . . . . .  v t} are l inearly independent .  Now by induct ion on j one 
can show 
da j = qJaJd + ( j )qa J -X ( l  - q J - tbc )  (2.4) 
for all j > 1. Therefore  for 2 < i < l we have 
d.v  i=  (da  i -1)  .v  t 
=q i - la i - ' . (d .v , )  + ( i - -  1 )qa i -2 . (v , -q i -2 (bc) .v l )  
=( i -  1 )q (1 -qr+~+i -2 )a i -2"v l  
= ( i  - 1)q(1 - qr+s+i-2) l ) i _  1. 
and so U is an Hn(1, q)-submodule  of V. Since V is an 
q)-module,  U = V. Thus V has a basis {vl, v2 , . . . ,  v l} 
Hence d .  U c U, 
i rreducible H~(1, 
such that 
a . v i = vi+ l, 1 < i < l, a . v t = O, 
b 'v  i - - -q r+ i - lv i ,  c 'v  i =qS+i - lv i ,  1 < i  < l ,  
d"  v i ~- Oli_lVi_l, 1 < i < l, d .  u I =- O,  
where a i = (i)q(1 - qr+S+i-1), 1 < i < I. 
I f  1 = 1 then V~ = V a = V= span{v1}. Hence 0 = (da - qad) .v l  = (1 
- bc ) .  p 1 = (1 - qr+S)V 1 and so 1 - qr+s = 0. Therefore qS = q - r  and 
V~ V(1, r). 
F rom now on, assume I > 1. We claim that all a i are not equal to zero. 
In fact, if some ce i = 0, 1 < i < I, then span{u/+ 1 . . . . .  v l} is a nontrivial  
Hn(1, q) -submodule of  V. This contradicts the irreducibi l i ty of  V. So 
a /~#0fora l l l  < i< l .  
Suppose r + s --- t (rood n) with 0 < t < n. Then by a i =# 0 for all 
1 _< i < l one gets qt+i-1 =# ]_ for all 1 < i < 1 and so 0 < t < n + 2 - l. 
Thus l -  1 <t+l -  1 <n + 1. On the other  hand, (da -c lad) .v  t= 
( -qad) .  v t = -qat_ lv  t and (1 - bc) .  v l = (1 - qt+Z(t-~))v t. Hence we 
have 1 -q t+2a-o  = _qat_  1 = -q ( l -  1)q(1 -q t+ l -2 ) ,  and so (l)q(1 - 
qt+l -1)  = 0. It follows that t + 1 - 1 = n since l - 1 < t + 1 - 1 < n + 1 
and (1)q --/= 0 when I < n. Therefore  qS = qr+s-r  .= qt - r  =_ ql - (r+l)  and 
a i = (i)q(1 - qt+i - i )  = (i)q(1 - q i - l )  = Oil(l)" Thus W is isomorphic to 
V(I, r)  as an Hn(1, q)-module.  
THEOREM 2.6. Let  1 < I, I' < n, r, r' ~ Z. Then V(  I, r)  is isomorphic" to 
V( l ' , r ' )  i f  andon ly  i f l  = l' andr  = r' (mod n). 
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Proof. I f  l = l' and r - r '  (mod n) then clearly V(l, r) -~ V(l', r'). Con- 
versely, let f :  V(I, r) ~ V(I', r') be an Hn(1, q) -module  isomorphism. Then 
l = dim V(l, r)  = dim V(l', r') = l'. By the structure of  V(l, r) and V(l', r') 
we know that b .v=qrv  and b.v '=qr 'v '  for any v~V( l , r )  a and 
v' ~ V(l', r') a. Let  0 -4= v ~ V(l, r) a. Then f (v )  ~ V(l', r') d and f (v )  4~ O. 
Hence qr f (v )  = b " f (v )  = f (b"  v) = f (q rv )  = qr f (v )  and so qr' = qr. 
Since q is a pr imit ive nth root  of  1, we have r - r '  (mod n). 
Let  ~b: Hn(1 , q) ~ End V be an irreducible representat ion.  By Theorem 
2.5 and the structure of  V(l, r) we know that d im V < n and dim V d = 
dim V a = 1. General ly,  we have 
THEOREM 2.7. Let th: Hn(1, q)  ~ End V be a representation with dim V 
< n and dim V d = dim V a = 1. Then qb is an irreducible representation if  and 
only if  dim V < n or dim V = n and a n- 1. lid ~ O. 
Proof. I f  ~b is irreducible, then by Theorem 2.5 V- -  V(I, r) for some 
1 < l _< n and r ~ Z. By the structure of V(I, r) we have a t-  1. Va = V~ 4 :0  
where l = dim V. It  follows that d im V < n or dim V = n and a n- 1. Va 4: 0. 
Conversely, we first assume dim V = n and a n-  1. V~ ~ 0. Let 04= v 
Va; then V~ = span{v} since dim V a = 1. Clearly, a n-  1. v 4= 0; hence all 
v, a • v . . . . .  a n- 1. v are nonzero. On  the other  hand, since b.  V a c_ V d and 
c .  V a __c_ Va, v is a common eigenvector of  ~b(b) and ~b(c), say b .v  = qrv 
and c • v = q~, where r, s ~ Z. Since q is a pr imit ive nth root  of  1, it 
follows by Lemma 2.2 that {v, a • v . . . . .  a n- 1. v} are eigenvectors of  ~b(b) 
(~b(c)), belonging to distinct eigenvalues. Thus {v ,a .  v . . . . .  a n -1 .  v} are 
l inearly independent  and form a basis of V. Now an argument similar to 
Theorem 2.5 shows that V is isomorphic  to V(n,  r). 
Next we assume d imV<n.  Let  04 :v~V a and l be the smallest 
posit ive integer such that a l .  v = 0. Then an argument  similar to Theorem 
2.5 shows that U = span{v, a .  v . . . . .  a l -  1 . U} is an irreducible Hn(1, q)- 
submodule of  V and each a i .v  is a common eigenvector of ~b(b) and 
~b(c). We claim that U = V. I f  U ~ V then 1 = dim U < dim V < n. Since 
~b(b) and ~b(c) are commuting endomorphisms of  V, there exists a com- 
mon eigenvector w of ~b(b) and ~b(c) such that w ~ U. Since a n. w = 0 
U, there is a posit ive integer m which is minimal  with respect o a m • w ~ U. 
Then a m. w ~ O. In fact, if a m. w = 0 then a m- l .w  E V a = span{a l -1 .  
v} _ U since dim V~ = 1. This contradicts the minimal i ty of m, and so 
am'w -~ O. By Lemma 2.2, am'w is an eigenvector of ~b(b). Since the 
basis {v ,a -v  . . . . .  a I -1 .  v} of U consists of eigenvectors of qS(b) which 
belong to distinct eigenvalues, there is an integer 0 < i < l - 1 such that 
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a m. w ~ span{a/,  v}. By replacing w by a scalar mult ip le of w we can 
assume a m.w- - -a  i . v. I f  i > O, then a . (a m- l . w - a i -  l . v)  - O. Hence  
a" -  1. w - a i -  1. v ~ V~ c U since dim V~ = 1, and so a m- 1. w ~ U which 
contradicts the minimal i ty of  m. This contradict ion shows that i = 0 and 
a m • w = v. Thus a i • v = am+i 'w  for all 1 < i < l - 1, in part icular,  al-1 • 
v=am+t- l 'w~O and so 2<m+l<n since a"=0.  Since w is an 
eigenvector of  ~b(b), we have b -  w = qrw for some r ~ Z. By Lemma 2.2, 
b.  (a i .  w)  = qr+iw for all 0 < i < m + l - 1. Hence {w, a • w . . . .  , a re+l-1 
• w} are l inearly independent  and so m + 1 < n since dim V < n. We claim 
that d i . w -~ O for all l _< i < n - (m + l). In fact, d .  w ~ O since w ~ U 
and V a_U.  Now assume d i .w~O for some 1 < i<n- (m+l ) .  I f  
d i+1 -w = 0 then d i .w  ~ V d = span{v}. By Lemma 2.2, we have b . (d  i .  
w)  = qr - i (d i "  w)  and b .  v = b .  (am • w) = qr+mam • W = qr+mV, and so 
qr - i  = qr+m, a contradict ion since 2 < m + i < m + n - (m + 1) = n - l 
< n. This contradict ion shows that d i+X.w ~ O. By induction, d i .w  4= 0 
for all l _< i<n- (m +l ) .  Thus we have proved that V contains n 
eigenvectors d n - (m+ l) • w ,  d n -  1 - ( re+l ) .  w , . . . ,  d • w, w, a • w , .  . . , a re+l -  1 .  w 
of ~b(b), belonging to eigenvalues q~-( , , - (m+t) ) , . . . ,q~- l ,  qr, qr+l . . . .  , 
qr+m+l-1, respectively, which are distinct. This contradicts d imV< n. 
Hence U = V and V is an irreducible Hn(1, q)-module.  
Remark  2.8. There exist n-d imensional  Hn(1, q) -modules  V such that 
dim V~ = dim V d = 1 and V is not irreducible.  For  example,  let {v0, Vl, 
. . . .  v,_  1} be a basis of  an n-d imensional  vector  space V over k. For  any 
r~Z,  0~a~k,  set  
a • u i = Ui+l ,  0 <_ i < n - -  2, a • V ._  1 = 0, 
b • v i = qr+i - lv i ,  C • V i = qi-(r+n-1)Vi,  0 < i < n -- 1, 
d . vo = aV~_ l ,  d . v I =0,  
d" v i = ot i _ l (n  - 1)Vi_ l ,  2 < i < n - 1. 
Then these equations def ine an Hn(l ,  q) -module  action on V, which can be 
proved by an argument similar to Lemma 2.3. Obviously, dim V a -- dim V d 
= 1 and V is not irreducible.  Actual ly,  span{v1, v2 . . . .  , Vn- 1} is the unique 
irreducible H,(1,  q) -submodule  of V and is isomorphic  to V(n  - 1, r). 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let  V be a completely reducible Hn(1, q)-module.  Then 
in any decomposit ion o f  V into a direct sum o f  irreducible submodules,  the 
number  o f  summands  is precisely dim V~ (= dim Vd). In  particular, V is f inite 
d imensional  i f  and only i f  V~ (or  V d) is f inite dimensional. 
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3. TENSOR PRODUCTS V(I, r) ® V(l', r') 
In this section, we will show the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. V(l, r) ® V(l', r') is a completely reducible Hn(1, q)-mod- 
ule if and only i l l  + l' < n + 1. In this case, let 11 = min{l, I'}; then 
ll 
V( l , r )  ® V( l ' , r ' )  --- ~ V( I  + I' + 1-2 i ,  r+r '+ i -  1), 
i=1  
where r, r' ~ Z, l < l,l ' < n. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Vbe  an Hn(1, q)-module, 04= v ~ V a, b .v  = qrv, and 
c . v = qSv. Let  U be the submodule of  Vgenerated by v. Then U is irreducible 
if and only if a i. v 4:0 (i > 1) implies d .  (a i" v) 4= O. In this case, let 
1 - (r + s) - l (mod n) with 1 < l < n; then U = span{v, a • v . . . .  , a l- 1. v} 
and U = V(l, r). 
Proof. Le t04 :v~V,d 'v=0,  b 'v=qrv ,  andc 'v=qSv,  and le tU  
be the submodule generated by v. 
Assume that U is irreducible. I f  a i • v 4: 0, i > 1, then i < n and hence 
a i. v ~ span{v} by Lemma 2.2. But Ua = span{v} since U is irreducible. 
Hence a i . v ~ U d. However, a i " v E U, and so d . (a i " v) 4: O. 
Conversely, assume that a i • v 4 :0  (i > 1) implies d.  (a i" v) 4= O. Let m 
be the minimal positive integer such that a m • v = 0. Then 1 < m < n and 
a i .v~Owhen l  <i<m-  l ( i fm> 1). ByEq . (2 .4 )  wehave  
d . ( a i " v) = ( da i) . v 
= (qiaid + ( i )qa i - l (1 -  q i - lbc ) ) .v  
= ( i )q(1 -q i - l+r+s)a i - l ' v  (3.1) 
for all i > 1. It follows by Lemma 2.2 that U is equal to span{v, a .  
v . . . . .  a m- 1. v}. Now suppose 1 - (r + s) = l (mod n) with 1 < l < n. 
Then by Eq. (3.1) one gets 
d.  (a i" v) = ( i )q(1 - q i -1 )a i - l  " v 
for all i > 1. Especially, we have 
0 =d ' (am'v)  = (m)q(1  --qm-l)am-l'v. 
Hence (re)q(1 - qm- l )  = 0. If m v~ l then 1 - qm-I  q= 0 since 1 < l, m < 
n, and so (m)q = 0 which implies m = n. It follows that 1 < l < m and 
a t .  V ~ O. But d-  (a I" v) = (l)q(1 - ql -  l )a l -1 . V = 0,  which contradicts 
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the assumption. This contradiction shows that m = 1 and 
d" (a i. v) = oti(l)a i -1 .  v for 1 < i < l - 1. 
Since 1 - ( r+s)=l  (modn),  s - - -1 - ( r+ l )  (modn).  It follows by 
Lemma 2.2 that U is isomorphic to V(I, r) and so U is irreducible. 
Since Hn(1, q) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, for any Hn(1, q)-mod- 
ules U and V we have U ® V ---- V ® U. In particular, V(I, r) ® V(I', r') -~ 
V(l', r') ® V(I, r). 
LEMMA 3.3. V(1, r) ® V(l', r') is isomorphic to V(l', r + r'). 
Proof It follows by a straightforward verification. 
From now on, unless otherwise stated, we assume 2 _< l _< l' _< n, r, r' 
Z. Let 
V = V( I ,  r) ® V(I ' ,  r') 
and let {vl , . . . ,  v l} and {v] . . . .  , v[,} be the standard basis of V(I, r) and 
V(l', r'), respectively, described in (2.1)-(2.3). Then {v i ® v~[1 _< i < l, 1 _<j 
< l'} is a basis of V. Set 
V m =span{v,®v~l i+ j=m},  2<_m <l+l ' ,  
and V 1 = Vl+ e+t = 0. Then V = ~'2  Vm. 
LEMMA3.4. (1)a-  Vm c Vm= ~ ancld. V m c Vm-1 foral l  2 < m < l + l'. 
(2) b .x = qr+r'+m-Zxandc "x = qm-(~+r'+t+V)xforanyx ~ Vm, 2 <_ 
m<_ l+ l ' .  
Proof It follows by a straightforward computation. 
LEMMA 3.5. (1) V a = ~lm+_l 2 (V  d n V m) and dim(V~ n Vm) = 1 for all 
2<m<_l+1.  
~t' +t, CV (2) V~= m=1+I" aCqV m) and dim(V~c3V m)= l for all l' + l < 
m<l '+ l .  
(3) I f  l < l' then V~ n V e = O. I f  l=  l' then dim(V~NV e)=l  and 
v.  n = vd n v +l = n 
~-l+t' . V m, and 0 = d.x  Proof (1) Let x ~ Vd; then x = z..,m=ZAm, X m ~ = 
Et+v ~ By Lemma 3.4(1), d .x m ~ Vm_ 1 and so d "Xm = 0 for all m=2~/"X m. 
- -  - -  (~ l+ l '  (* 2<m <l+l ' .  It follows that V a= m=2,VaA Vm). Clearly, V 2_eVa; 
hence V 2 n V a = V 2 is one dimensional. 
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I f2  <m 
d.x= 
m- 1 U v < I + 1 and x = Ei=l/3ivi ® m-~" ~ Vm, /3i ~ k, then 
m--1 
Z /3~d. (v~ ® v'_3 
i=1  
m-X  
= ~.~ /3 i (d .v i  ®c.v"  i + v i®d.vm_ i )  
i=1  
m-1  
~- E t=t ol [ l  ~,,,m-i-(r'+l'),, r lai i-1', 1~1 t/i-1 ® Um-i 
i=2  
m-2  
+ E/3 , , ,m_ ,_~( r lv ,  ® ~' . m-t - I  
i=1  
m- -2  
= E (/3,~m_i_l(r) +/3,+~<(Oqm-~i+l+r'+"~)~, ® ~;-,-1" 
i=l 
Hence  x ~ V d if and only if 
/3iOtm_i_l(t ' )  q- /3i+lOti( l)q m-(i+l+r'+t') = 0 
for all 1 < i < m - 2. S ince a,,,_ i_ l ( l ' )  4= 0 and ai(1) --/= 0 for all 1 < i < 
m - 2, it fo l lows that dim(Va n Vm) ----- 1. 
l p I f  l' + 1 < m _< l + l' and x = Y'.i=m_r/3ivi ® Urn_ i ~ Vm, /3i ~ k, then 
similar ly we have 
l 
d 'x  = ~ /3iOti_ l( l )qm-i-(r '+l ')Ui_ 1 ® UPm_i 
i=m-l '  
l 
+ E /3 iam- i - l ( l ' )v i  ® to' m-i -1  
i=m - l '  
l 
= E ( /3iOli- l(1)q m-i-(r '+l ')  "-}- /3 i - lO lm- i ( l ' ) )V i -1  ® Um-i 
i=m- l '  + 1 
q- /3m_rOtm_l ,_ l ( l )q - r 'Um_r_ l  ® U~, -b /3lOtm_l_ l( l ' )u l ® U'm_l_ 1. 
Hence  d .  x = 0 if and only if 13,,_ i' =/31 = 0 and 
/3iOti_x(l)q m-(i+r'+l') + /3i_lOtm_i(l  ' )  = 0 
for all m - l' + 1 < i < l ( if rn < l + l ')  if and only  if /3i = 0 for all 
m-l '< i_< l .  I t fo l lowsthat  V d N V m =0.  
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l Ut . I f  l + 1 < m < 1' + 1 (if I < 1') and x = Ei= l [~iUi @ m-t fi Vm, [3i fi k, 
then 
l 
d .x = E ( ~ia~-i(1)q ''-('+~'+t') + ~i- lam- i ( l ' ) )V i -1 ® V~-i 
i=2 
+ BlOtm_l_ l ( l ' )v l  ® V' m- l - l "  
Hence d .  x = 0 if and only i f /3 t = 0 and 
~iot i _ l ( l )q  m-(i+r'+'') + ~i_lOlm_i( l '  ) = 0 
for all 2 _< i < l if and only if /3 i = 0 for all 1 _< i < I. So we still have 
vd n Vm = 0. 
Thus we have proved (1). 
(2) It can be shown by an argument similar to (1). In particular, 
l , Ut  . Vl+ t, c V~, and for any l' + 1 < m < I + l' and x = Ei=,n-I flivi ® m-, fi 
Vm, ~i fi k, we have that a .x = 0 if and only if 
[3iq r'+m-i-1 + ~i+l = 0 for all m - l' < i < l - 1. 
(3) By (1) and(2) , i f l< l '  then V anV a =0.  I f l= l '  thenV a f3V  a 
It+ a. Let x = E~=lfl iui ® U~+I_ i fi V/+l, fli fie k. Then by the above 
argument we know that x fi V a if and only if 
~ia l _ i ( l )+~i+la i (1 )q - i - r '=O foral l  1 < i < l -  1, 
and that x fi V a if and only if 
~iq r'+l-i +/3/+ a = 0 for all 1 _< i < l - 1. 
By a straightforward verification one can check that a l_ i (1 ) -  ai(1)q t-zi 
= 0 for all 1 < i _< l - 1. It follows that x fi Va if and only if x fi V~. 
Therefore, dim(V a n V~) = 1 and Vj n V~ = V d n Vt+ 1 = Van  Vt+ 1" 
COROLLARY 3.6. V(l, r )® V(1, r') contains a unique one-dimensional 
(irreducible) Hn(1, q)-submodule V~ ¢q Va, where V = V(1, r) ® V(l, r'). I f  
l 4: l' then V(l, r) ® V(l', r') contains no one-dimensional Hn(1 , q)-submod- 
ule. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let ~b: Hn(1,q)  ---, EndV be the corresponding 
representation. By Lemma 3.5, we can pick up a nonzero element xm in 
V anVm for every m-2 ,3  . . . .  , l+ l .  Then by Lemma 3.4 all x m are 
common eigenvectors of  the endomorphisms ~b(b) and ~b(c), belonging to 
distinct eigenvalues of ~b(b) and ~b(c), respectively. Let Um be the 
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Hn(1, q)-submodule of V generated by x,~, 2 < m < l + 1. If i > 1 and 
a i "xl+ 1 -4" O, then by Lemma 3.4(1) we have a i .xl+ 1 ~ V/+I+ i. It follows 
by Lemma 3.5(1) that d.  (a i .x j+  1) 4" O. Thus by Lemma 3.2 we know that 
UI+ 1 is irreducible. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.4(2) one gets 
b "Xl+ 1 ~- qr+r '+ l - Ix l+ l ,  C "Xl+ 1 ~ q l - ( r+r '+l ' )X l+ 1. 
Since 1 - ( r+r '+ l -  1+ 1 - ( r+r '+ l ' ) )= l - ( l - l ' )= l ' - l+ l  
and 1 < l' - 1 + I < n, it follows by Lemma 3.2 that Ul+ 1 -~ V(l '  - l + 
1, r+r '+ l -  1). 
Now let U be an irreducible Hn(1 , q)-submodule of  V, Then U d c V a = 
span{x 2, x 3 . . . . .  xl+ 1} since V d C3 V~ = span{x m} for all 2 < m _< l + 1 by 
Lemma 3.5(1). Let 0 4= v ~ Ud; then it follows by Theorem 2.5 that v is a 
common eigenvector of 4~(b) and ~b(c). Since x2, x3 , . . . ,  xl+ 1 are eigen- 
vectors of distinct eigenvalues of 4~(b) ((4~(c)), v must be a scalar multiple 
of some xm. Consequently, v ~ U m and x m ~ U, which implies U = Urn. 
Thus V has at most l irreducible submodules. On  the other hand, if U m 
and Ut are irreducible and 2 < m 4= t < l + 1, then it is obvious that U m 
and U t are not isomorphic. (Actually, one can check that for any m 4" t 
with 2 < m, t _< l + 1, Um and U~ are not isomorphic.) However, if V is 
completely reducible, then it follows by Corollary 2.9 that V has to be 
decomposed into a direct sum of l irreducible submodules of V since 
dim V a = l. Therefore, if V is completely reducible then all U m are 
irreducible and V = ~2 ~ m ~ t+ 1 Urn. 
Assume l + l' < n + 1. We will show that all Um are irreducible and 
I2t+ 1 dim Um = dim V. In the first paragraph we have proved that Ul+ a is m=2 
irreducible. Now for any 2 < m < l + 1, assume i > 1 and a i 'xm 4, O. I f  
i> l+ l -m then m+i>l+l  and a i .xm~Vm+i  by Lemma 3.4(1). 
Hence by Lemma 3.5(1), a i "xm ~ Va and so d.  (a i . x  m) 4" O. I f  i < l + 1 
-mthen3 <m +i<l+ landa  i . x  m ~ Vm+ i. By  Eq. (3.1) and Lemma 
3.4(2), one gets 
d" (a  i .xm) = ( i )q(1 - qi- l+r+r'+m-2+m-(r+r '+l+l ' ) )a i -1 "X m 
= ( i )q(1 -- q i -3+2m- l - r )a i - '  "X m. (3.2) 
Since 1 < i < l + 1 - m _< l - 1 < n - 1 and a i .xm 4= O, (i)q 4= 0 and 
a i -  1 .Xr n 4= O. Moreover, i - 3 + 2m - 1 - l' < l + 1 - m - 3 + 2m - l 
- l '=m-2- l '< l+ l -2 - l '= l - l ' - l<<_- I  and i -3+2m 
- l - l '  > 1 -3+2m- l - l '=2m-2- l - l '  > 4-2 - / - / '=2  
- ( l+ l ' )>2- (n+ 1)= 1 -n .  Hence i -3+2m- l - l ' i snotd iv i s -  
ible by n, and so 1 - qi -3+2,~- l - l '  4" O. Consequently, d. (a  i . x  m) 4, O. It 
follows by Lemma 3.2 that U m is irreducible. Thus by the second paragraph 
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~-I+ 1 U is direct. By Lemma 3.4(2), we of the proof  we know that the sum ,-,m= 2 ,~ 
have 
b .X  m = qr+r'+m - 2X m and e "X m _~_ qm-( r+r '+ l+ l ' )  
Since 1- ( r+r '+m-  2+rn- ( r+r '+ l+ l ' ) ) - -3 -2m +I+l '  
and 1 < 3 - 2rn + l + I' < n, it follows by Lemma 3.2 that U m is isomor- 
phic toV( l+ l '+3-2m,  r+r '+m-2) ,andsod imU,  n =l+I '+3-  
2m. Thus " t+l d imU m = '-'m=Z~" + + 3 2m) = ll' d lm(Em=2Um ) = E/+lm=2 ~7 '1+1 (t l' - 
= dim V. Therefore, V = ~)t,n+l 2 U m = @tm= 1U m +1 -~ @~=1V(l + l' + 1 - 
2m, r + r' + m - 1) and V is completely reducible. 
Conversely, assume l + l' > n + 1. Consider x 2 ~ U 2. By Lemma 3.4(1) 
and Lemma 3.5, a i -x 2 ¢ 0 for all 1 < i < l - 1. By Eq. (3.2) we have 
d" (a i ' x2)  = ( i )q(1 - q i - ( l+ l ' - l ) )a i -1  .x  2. 
S ince l+ l '>n + land2_<l ' _<n, l _< l+ l ' -  1 -n_<l -  1. Let i= l  
+ l' - 1 - n; then a i .xz  ¢ O, but d .  (a / .x  2) = 0. It follows by Lemma 
3.2 that U 2 is not irreducible. Thus by the second paragraph of the proof  
we know that V is not completely reducible. This completes the proof. 
For any integer t > 1 set 
t 
2 if iseven 
c( t )  = = t + 1 
- -  if t is odd. 
2 ' 
Then by an argument similar to the proof  of  Theorem 3.1, we can get the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let  l + l' > n + 1 and t = l + l' - (n + 1). Then 
U 2 . . . . .  Uc(t)+l are not irreducible and Uc(t) + 2 , . . . ,  Ul+ a are irreducible. Con- 
sequently, 
l+1  
Soc(V)  = u , .  ----- 
m = c(t) + 2 
l 
V( l  + l '  + l -  2m,r  +r '  +m-1) .  
m =c(t)+ 1 
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Now let 1 < l <_ n and let M be an l-dimensional vector space over k. Fix a 
basis {v 1, v 2 . . . . .  v l} in M. For any 0 ~ r < n, set 
~l,r(i, j s) = (s)[qqS(2j-2l-s-1)/2 
Xq(r+i-1)(j-s-r-l)(q--1)s( j - s  1)q(l-j+S)qs 
for all l < i , j  <_land O <_s <_ j -1 .  
By the previous ection, we can define an Hn(1, q)-action on M via Eqs. 
(2.1)-(2.3). Hence M becomes an irreducible Hn(1, q)-module and M--- 
V(I, r). 
Since H~(1, q) = D(H~(q)) as Hopf algebras, (H~(1, q), R) is a quasitri- 
angular Hopf algebra [C], where 
q- tm 
- -aSb  t ® cmd s 
R = E n(s)!  
O<_m,s,t<n "q 
Hence RM: M ® M ~ M ® M, x ® y ~ R • (x ® y), is a quantum Yang- 
Baxter solution for M. 
Under the given basis {Vl, v2, . . . ,  v t} of M, we can identify End M with 
Mr(k). Consequently, we can regard End(M ® M) = End M ® End M = 
Ml(k) ® Ml(k). In what follows, under the above identification we will 
examine the matrix form of R M. 
Let eij ~ Ml(k) have 1 in the (i, j)  position and 0 elsewhere for all 
l < i , j  <_l. 
First, one can easily check that 
{°, a s .Ui = 
Ui+s, 
and 
d s .vj 
i f s> l - i ,  
i fO<_s<l - i ,  
0, if s > j ,  
= I ( (S ) !q )2qs(2 j -21-s -1 ) /2 (q__  1 )s ( j - -  S 1) 
i f0_<s<j -  1. 
Then by a straightforward computation, one gets 
R (v,®v3= 
I - j  + s) vj_,, 
q S q 
q -trn 
E n(s)! (a*bt) "vi ® (cmdS)"t~ 
O<_m,s,t<n "q 
~l,r(i,j,s)vi+s ® vj_ s. 
0<s< rain{j- 1,l-i} 
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It  fol lows that  
R M = ~,, ~ ~l , r ( i , j ,s )e i+s, i  ® ej_s,y. 
l <i,j<l O<_s<min{j- l , l - i} 
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